
A Celebration of Jump Rope, Rhyme, and Sisterhood

by Veronica Chambers

What events lead 

a team to learn 

double Dutch?
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Winning is not the only element of sports.  Many people love to watch a pair of fi gure skaters spinning in unison.  Some are awed by the precision of a gymnast’s balance beam routine.  For others, teamwork on the basketball court brings them the greatest satisfaction.  
Though no two athletes are identical, they all share one thing: the love of sports.  The following poems celebrate the joy, beauty, and sportsmanship of athletics in its many forms.

by Richard Armour
Good sportsmanship we hail, we sing, It’s always pleasant when you spot it.
There’s only one unhappy thing: You have to lose to prove you’ve got it.

Good Sportsmanship

TARGET VOCABULARY 
competition  unison
identical recite
routine  qualifying 
element  uniform
intimidated mastered

GENRE
Poetry uses the sound and 
rhythm of words in a variety of forms to suggest images and 
express feelings. 

TEXT FOCUS
Rhyme Poets often use 
rhyming words to create a 
rhythm, focus on an image, or 
heighten certain feelings. 

McLeanie” on page 112, think 
about how the poet’s use of 
rhyme makes you feel about the poem’s subject and meaning.  
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TEKS  5.4 analyze how sound effects in poems reinforce meaning; ELPS 4C develop/comprehend basic English vocabulary and structures
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TARGET VOCABULARY

TARGET SKILL

TARGET STRATEGY

Suffixes -ion, -tion

Digraphs in Multisyllable 
WordsPhrasing: Pauses

Common and 
Proper Nouns

Write to Express
Focus Trait: Ideas

DecodingFluency

Sequence of Events

Monitor/Clarify

Comprehension

glue
flute
youth
accuse
bruise
stew
choose
loose
lose
view

confuse
cruise
jewel
execute
route
cartoon
avenue
include
assume
souvenir

Vowel Sounds: /M/, /yM/

Spelling
Grammar

Vocabulary Strategies

What events lead a team 
to learn double Dutch?

Main Selection: 
“Double Dutch: A 
Celebration of Jump 
Rope, Rhyme, and 
Sisterhood”

Connect to Poetry: 
“Score!”

unison
uniform
mastered
competition
identical

element
routine
intimidated
recite
qualifying

Big     Idea
We never stop 

learning.

Writing


